Sleep-related vagotonic effect of zolpidem in rats.
Zolpidem is a relatively new nonbenzodiazepine sedative-hypnotic. The effects of zolpidem on autonomic functions remain unclear. The aim of this study was to evaluate the effects of zolpidem on sleep and related cardiac autonomic modulations as compared with triazolam in Wistar-Kyoto rats. Continuous power spectral analyses of electroencephalogram (EEG), electromyogram, and heart rate variability were performed on freely moving rats during daytime sleep. The consciousness states were classified into active waking (AW), quiet sleep (QS), and paradoxical sleep (PS). Drugs were administered via gavage and data within 2 h were analyzed. All zolpidem (ZP3, 3 mg/kg; ZP30, 30 mg/kg) and triazolam (TZ0.075, 0.075 mg/kg; TZ0.75, 0.75 mg/kg) groups had longer accumulated QS time and averaged QS duration as compared with the vehicle control. The accumulated QS time and averaged QS duration of ZP3 were similar to those of TZ0.075. Significant suppressions of PS time were noted in all drug groups except ZP3. During QS, ZP3 and ZP30 exhibited significant increases of magnitude and percentage of EEG delta power, whereas TZ0.075 and TZ0.75 did not. Heart period and high-frequency power of heart rate variability increased significantly in ZP3 during all sleep-wake states. Both parameters, however, did not increase but even decreased in ZP30, TZ0.075, and TZ0.75. Zolpidem not only caused a longer and deeper sleep but also led to an elevated cardiac vagal activity at a specific dose in the rat.